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Distinguished Majors Program
Nathan Yunki Cho, with Distinction
Zoë Osiasong Gray, with High Distinction
Madison Karten, with Distinction
Catherine Elise Kolo, with High Distinction

Performance Concentration Program
Nathan Yunki Cho, Violin
Madison Karten, Voice
Zoë Osiasong Gray, Voice
Catherine Elise Kolo, Horn

Ph.D. in Critical and Comparative Studies in Music
Justin Mueller
Aural Dramaturgies: A New Approach to the Operatic Soundscape

Bachelor of Arts
Brooke Adams
Jordan Renee Brown *
Nathan Yunki Cho
Minhyuk “Peter” Choi
Naomi Collins *
Justin Ray Crawford *
Michael Patrick Dearing *
Robert DiCicco *
Zoë Osiasong Gray *
Demitra Christina Hajimihalis
Andrew Yang Jiao *
Madison Karten *
Ilenna DaSeul Kim
Yehyun “Grace” Kim *
Catherine “Katie” Elise Kolo *
Joshua Zacrye Lisner
Kyle Edgar Girard Lofland *
Maxwell Rodgers McCrady
Martin Moro *
Julia Minh Thu Nguyen *
Wang “Billy” Qi *
Joseph Gottshall Reigner
Caroline Samantha Schetlick *
Thomas Andrew Shaw *
Jacob Thomas Vanaman
Adam Wever *
Emily Anne Williams *
Joshua Kegan Wohlgemuth
Tianyu Zhang *

* Brander Wyatt Morrison Prize Recipient
† Departmental Recognition Recipient